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PAYMENTS DURING COVID19 (GOOGLE TRANSLATE) 
 
The social reason of the Club, at the being an Entity without spirit of lucre, his 
Statutes and Normative conditions totally the responses at the fellows/, since 
the only organ with power of decision is the General Assembly of Fellows. 
 
During this period only have invoiced the quotas of fellow/at, no like this the 
kicks or sportive quotas. 
 
The contribution that pay the associated, are the quotas for the maintenance of 
the Entity, in compliance with the planned at the social Statutes of l ‘Association 
title of the Club. At this sense, said quotas do not derive of a contractual 
account subsumible at the rule of consumers and users, if no at the legislation 
of associations. 
 
The payments credited are contributions in depth missed to contribute at the 
maintenance of the entity and reflect the adhesion at the entity and the 
belonging at the project that has as a basic purpose the promotion, the 
development and the practice continued of the physical and sportive activity and 
are his fellows/ who permit his existence. 
 
You can find the Note of the Catalan Agency of Consumption that has made us 
arrive the Catalan Council of the Sport of the Generality of Catalonia at our 
website: https://clubesportiumediterrani.com/noticia/143/nota-de-agencia-
catalana-de-consum---generalitat-de-catalunya/ 
 
For this reason also has been published at our website the option to benefit 
fiscally that the fellow can realise at the statement of the Renda 2019. 
At the General Assembly of fellows/, where will be presented the social and 
economic situation of the Club, at being constituted by fellows/, will be 
determined the compensatory sizes at realising so much with the fellows/ that 
have continued paying the social payments during this period, like the sizes at 
realising to guarantee the feasibility of the Club. 
 
It has continued working to seek conjoint solutions for the fellows, to assure at 
the workers, to affront the payments of the previous bills at the shutdown of the 
Club, the slope of incomes that have had at the not invoicing the quotas of kicks 
and a possible act at the next quotas. As it made arrive at a communication of 
LA JUNTA INFORMA: https://clubesportiumediterrani.com/noticia/67/la-junta-
informa/ 
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